How the PMI Melbourne, Australia Chapter is Preparing Youth for The Project Economy

The PMI Melbourne, Australia Chapter is preparing today’s youth to be tomorrow’s global leaders through the Project Management for Life (PM4L) initiative. Learn how the PMI chapter volunteers are Powering The Project Economy™ and utilizing free PMIEF resources to make a difference in so many young lives.

Read More
Donor Spotlight: Tessa Burgess, PMP®

“By giving to PMIEF, we have an opportunity to impact project management for generations to come. Imagine helping someone else discover their strengths for project management – what is more rewarding that that?”

Apply for a PMIEF Award Today!

Have you or someone you know recently submitted a student paper on concepts in project management? Something exceptional? We want to know about it! Apply for a PMIEF award today to get the global recognition you deserve. Hurry - don’t miss the 15 March deadline.
PMIEF's 30th Anniversary – Get Ready for Some Fun!

PMIEF is turning the big 3-0 this year and we can’t wait to celebrate with all of you. We have some exciting things planned, so stay tuned for all things ‘thirty’ coming very soon!

For now, watch our video to learn more about PMIEF.

“It is that aspect of giving back that I love [about PMIEF]. After all, I realize people invested in me throughout life, and the only way I can pay them back is to give to others. We all need to think about that. We all need to give." -Kristine Hayes Munson, PMP®